CHULUUNPUREV.S
Senior referent of Policy and Operational Department at the Presidential Chancellery Office

NARANJARGAL KH
Head of Globe International NGO

ENKHBAT G
Director of National Center of Cultural Heritage

GERELMAA Z
Specialist of foreign relations at the Intellectual Property Office, an Implementing Agency of the Mongolian Government

MANDAKHTSETSEG KH
Director of Foreign Promotion and Cultural Interrelations Department at the Ministry of Foreign Relations

NARANDOLGOR B
Specialist of Light Industry Policy Implementation Coordination Department at Ministry of Food, Agriculture, and Light Industry

GOMBOSUREN SH
Specialist of intangible cultural heritage at the Capital City Culture and Art Authority

ENKHBOLD CH
Senior lecturer of Business Management Department, University of Finance and Economics
With the support of:

**ERKHEMTUGS J**
Director of Cultural Production and Innovation Centre at School of Culture, Mongolian University of Culture and Art

**ZULTSETSEG O**
CEO of “Culture, Art, Media Project Management and Consulting” NGO

**BAYARMAA D**
Expert of Work Office for National Brand Council

**BOLOR-ERDENE CH**
Specialist of Broadcasting, Social Network Policy Coordination Department at the Communication and Information Technology Authority

**TSENGEL D**
Founder of “Cultural Distributor” LLC

**LKHAGVASUREN B**
Head of National Centre for Mongolian Sound Recording

**BATKHUYAG B**
Arbitrator of Mongolian International and National Arbitration Center at the Mongolian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

**MUNKHSAIKHAN D**
Specialist of Sector Development Policy Implementation Coordination Department at National Development Authority
With the support of:

BOLORSAIKHAN B
National Human Rights Analyst of UN
Resident Coordinator’s Office

BATMUNKH B
Specialist of Media and Public
Relations at National Gender
Committee

BAIGALI O
Head of International Women’s
Federation of Commerce &
Industry (IWFCI)

Odgerel O
CEO of Mongolian Art Council

BOLORTSETSEG S
Director of Training, Research, and
Information Centre at Family, Children,
and Youth Development Authority

BAYASGALAN S
Chairman of Tourism Policy
Coordination Department at the
Ministry of Nature and
Environment

DOLJINSUREN N
Senior statistician of Social
Statistics Service at
Demography and Social
Statistics Department of
National Statistics Office

KHULAN O
CEO of Unlimited Media Group LLC
ERDENEBAT G
Director of Culture and Art Authority, the Implementing Agency of the Mongolian Government

MUNKHZUL N
Head of Culture and Cultural Heritage Department, the Implementing Agency of the Mongolian Government

SOYOLMAA Z
Specialist of cultural production policy coordination at Cultural and Art Authority at Ministry of Science, Education, and Culture

BOLORMAA N
Specialist of Culture and Cultural Heritage Department at Culture and Art Authority, an Implementing Agency of the Mongolian Government

OYUNTUNGALAG G
Referent of the Government of Mongolia

MUNKHMANDAKH M
CEO of Press Institute

TSETSSEGBAATAR CH
Programme Specialist of Culture at the Mongolian National Commission for UNESCO